Compact and power packed
Specialist turf vehicles and compact tractors are now more sophisticated than ever. We take a look at what's available and present an at-a-glance guide of how much they cost. Pages 27-31

Hurdles to golf course development
Goodbye boom, hello doom and gloom? Not so, argues David Stubbs, who assesses the ecological implications and other obstacles. Pages 8, 9

Roy makes his mark
From cultivating Golden Key participation to advising the Duke of York on his lawn, BIGGA chairman Roy Kates has certainly had a busy year. Page 10

Turf under the spotlight
Two features on turf begin with Tim Fell advising on soil and sward, followed by Dave Tibbits and Barry Hepney, "BIGGA's executive director Neil Thomas explains what's happening. Pages 21, 22

It's girls' work too...
Why should greenkeeping be an exclusive male domain? We talk to female greenkeepers about a promising change of attitude. Pages 41-43

DEPARTMENTS
Faces and places
Barenbrug's long distance runner... College's bungee jumpers... new appointments... it's the page which keeps you in touch. Page 5

Education
Changes are about to take place in greenkeeper training. BIGGA's executive director Neil Thomas explains what's happening. Pages 21, 22

Around the Green
Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what's going on. Pages 45-46, 58

COVER PICTURE:
The bridge crossing the Swilcan Burn on the 18th at St Andrews, the Home of Golf